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NTLast is a program developed to quickly scan through a Domain, workgroup or local machine's logon history, and display that information in a readable format. This allows the user to easily determine who has attempted a logon, when they attempted it, what logon/security event they attempted, and what level of security (if any) was provided to the
attempt. The scanned log is displayed in a similar format to the following: On the left of the screen are the computer names/IP addresses and their associated security categories. The color of the name is based on the security settings that are enforced on the computer. Green is WINDOWS-GATEKEEPER_OLD and red is BAD_LOGON_ACCEPTOR. On the right of
the screen are the logon attempts, when they occurred, what logon/security event they were part of, and what the security settings are for the logon. There are options to manually add an entry for a failed logon attempt, to obtain detailed information about a failed logon attempt, to print out a log of only failed logon attempts, to print out logon attempts as
an IP address, to filter a list of logon attempts based on IP address, time of day, or user name. NTLast features an audit log, including a list of failed logon attempts, successfully completed logons, or logons that failed on other computers within the domain. NTLast was written in C# using the.NET Framework to make it easy to use in ASP.NET applications. The
source code is available for review in the above mentioned folder. Utilities Ancestry Release Notes Version 2.0 has been released! Version 2.0 has been released! The goal of this project is to be used as a project for college students to work on while taking courses in Computer Science. The goal of this project is to be used as a project for college students to
work on while taking courses in Computer Science. Changes: Windows 8.1! Version 1.3 has been released! This release adds the following changes to the program: C# Switch Statements Endian converts the bytes of a binary stream. Endianness is the way the bytes are put in memory. Endian is the way a computer interprets the bytes. Encode encodes a
string. Decode decodes a string. Byte arrays
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NTLast is a security audit tool that you can use to quickly scan logon information to determine who is logging on, attempting to logon, and when, all without the need to install additional software. NTLast can be used from the command prompt to read any NT log file, and will save the output to a text file. NTLast runs extremely quickly and can read from up to
1,000 log files every 60 seconds. This application was designed to be used in environments that have gone through a malware clean up, or in environments that are lacking appropriate logon auditing, such as typical SUS/DISA security policies. Some logs are only read by user accounts, others by event log items, yet others by events and user accounts, and so
on. Using NTLast, you can determine the proper log to use for each scenario. NTLast is a multi-threaded application. This means that NTLast can load and read multiple log files while still having the ability to audit and save information from one of the log files. Using NTLast, it is possible to monitor many different logfiles at once. NTLast is very simple to use.
NTLast opens a file and allows you to read through all of the logfile and then save it. You can go back in time and save additional output information from the logfiles so you can see the activity over the entire time period, or simply read all of the logfile content at once. NTLast is a free (freeware) application. A program similar to NTLast, but an all-in-one (free)
version is available at On this page you will also find the NTLast documentation. NTLast Official Homepage (German language): Comments Please send me a private message if you have any questions, comments, or complaints! Detail I'm getting ready to publish NTLast v2.0. I have updated the documentation from the command line switch information,
added a switch for handling multiple log files at once, and added a switch for writing output to a file rather than having it dumped to your screen. NTLast v2.0 is ready for use. Welcome to the NTLast 2.0 release! NTLast is a security audit tool that you can use to quickly scan logon information to determine b7e8fdf5c8
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NTLast is a console application which will audit when logon information for a particular user is produced. NTLast is very simple to use. Simply start NTLast with the switches appropriate to your needs. NTLast has the following switches: -d: Decimal day (Monday or Sunday) -n: Month -y: Year -i: Field to search for (ie: User Name) -p: Search for the following
patterns in the log files: -t: Search the log files for the current time only. Useful when scanning log files for a time. -c: Include the Event ID when scanning the log. -l: Include the date when scanning the log. -r: Rotate report. This forces NTLast to quit so that it can generate a new report. -i: Include the Event ID when scanning the log. -o: Print only items which
match the desired criteria. -s: Print only items which have exceeded a scan-limit for frequency (denoted with a value of 1 or 2 above) -c: Include the last time recorded for the specified group. -m: Display all messages with a specified message type. -k: Print out a shortened version of the Event Log -v: Print out all events in sorted order. All other switches
require an argument: -i: specify the user to search for. Valid values are anything starting with the: user name, netname, message type, and computer name. Example: ntlast -i "username" -p "name" If you have questions or comments about NTLast, please contact John Chiodi at jchiodi@ipo.com -=Contact John Chiodi= Intended use NTLast is not a
replacement for a Microsoft Event Viewer. You will need to use Microsoft Event Viewer to access the logs which NTLast is scanning. NTLast is designed to audit the logon information produced. It does not audit additional events other than logon information, nor does it audit security information, administrative information, or files which are used by the
machine. Specific keys in the logon information can be set to allow you to more easily monitor logons. For example you can set the following values to allow you to specifically search for the User Name, Computer Name and Message Type. Setting a value of 2 will reduce the list to only those events which occurred less than

What's New In NTLast?

Create a simple writeup of the results of a NTLast scan. First launch the NTLast application and press Enter. NTLast performs an initial scan of the system, checking for records indicating whether or not a logon occurred. A logon only occurs when a user logs on for the first time, and usually lasts for 5 seconds. If no logon record is found, NTLast will print an
"invalid logon" message. If a logon record is found, NTLast will keep an eye on the logon and print any logon activity over the last few seconds. The wait time can be controlled by passing a switch to NTLast. NTLast Detects: Attempted logons to either a local or remote machine. NTLast Detects Before: Before the logon attempt. NTLast Detects After: After the
logon attempt. NTLast Detects For: The amount of time, in seconds, that NTLast will wait before attempting to detect a logon. NTLast Detects By: The computer name for which the logon will be detected. NTLast Detects With: The list of computer names to be detected. Use a comma to separate computer names. NTLast Example: NTLast /C reboot NTLast /C
login /p user NTLast /U user /p password NTLast /U user /p password /c 42 NTLast /U user /p password /c 42 /c 20 NTLast /U user /p password /c 42 /c 20 /w 20 NTLast /U user /p password /c 42 /c 20 /w 20 /w 15 NTLast /U user /p password /c 42 /c 20 /w 20 /w 15 /wait 3 NTLast /U user /p password /c 42 /c 20 /w 20 /wait 3 /z NTLast /U user /p password /c 42 /c 20
/w 20 /wait 3 /z /H NTLast /U user /p password /c 42 /c 20 /w 20 /wait 3 /z /H /F NTLast /U user /p password /c 42 /c 20 /w 20 /wait 3 /z /H /F /w NTLast /U user /p password /c 42 /c 20 /w 20 /wait 3 /z /H /F /w /c NT
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System Requirements For NTLast:

CGE Game Terminal requirements: 1. Computer with S-Video Input and Output 2. Computer must have Windows 2000/XP/Vista with DirectX9 or higher 3. Minimum Monitor Resolution for the S-Video Output is 1024 x 768 4. Note that when using S-Video, the color of the image on screen may vary slightly from the actual color on the arcade cabinet. This is due
to the difference between the arcade cabinet and the computer monitor. Game Terminal Requirements: 1. Computer with S-Video Input and
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